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Performance Analysis and Optimization of Tc–DTR
IR–UWB Receivers over Multipath Fading
Channels with Tone Interference
Marco Di Renzo, Member, IEEE, Dario De Leonardis, Fabio Graziosi, Member, IEEE, and
Fortunato Santucci, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, we analyze the performance of a
particular class of Transmitted–Reference (TR) receivers for
Impulse Radio (IR–) Ultra Wide Band (UWB) communication
systems, which is called Chip–Time Differential Transmitted–
Reference (Tc–DTR). The analysis aims at investigating the ro-
bustness of this receiver to single– and multi–tone Narrow–Band
Interference (NBI), and at comparing its performance with other
non–coherent receivers proposed in the literature. It is shown
that the Tc–DTR scheme provides more degrees of freedom for
performance optimization, and it is inherently more robust to
NBI than other non–coherent receivers. More speciﬁcally, it is
analytically proved that the performance improvement is due to
the chip–time level differential encoding/decoding of the Direct
Sequence (DS) code, and to an adequate design of DS code
and average pulse repetition time. The analysis encompasses
performance metrics that are useful for both data detection (i.e.,
Average Bit Error Probability, ABEP) and timing acquisition
(i.e., False Alarm Probability, Pfa, and Detection Probability,
Pd). Moving from the proposed semi–analytical framework, the
optimal code design and system parameters are derived, and it is
highlighted that the same optimization criterion can be applied to
all performance metrics considered in this paper. Also, analytical
frameworks and theoretical ﬁndings are substantiated via Monte
Carlo simulations.
Index Terms—Ultra wide band (UWB), impulse radio (IR),
transmitted–reference (TR), tone interference, multipath fading
channels, code design, performance analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
TRANSMITTED–REFERENCE (TR) signaling schemesin conjunction with auto–correlation receiver architec-
tures are well–known techniques to transmit and receive data
over unknown fading channels (see, e.g., [1], [2]). These
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receiver schemes are today experiencing a renewed and in-
creasing interest for their application to the design of low–
complexity Impulse Radio (IR–) Ultra Wide Band (UWB)
communication systems [3]–[5]. The interested reader is re-
ferred to [6] for a recent comprehensive overview. As a matter
of fact, TR receivers can exploit the inherent multipath diver-
sity capability offered by the large transmission bandwidth
of IR–UWB signals without the need of either complicated
channel estimation techniques or stringent timing acquisition
requirements. Moreover, frequency–dependent effects of the
UWB channel are straightforwardly taken into account by TR
schemes. These properties are particulary suited for a low–
complexity receiver design and operation in those application
scenarios where conventional/optimal receiver architectures,
e.g., Rake schemes [7], might result in a too complicated
system design [8]. However, the claimed low–complexity
receiver design of TR schemes for channel estimation and
timing synchronization operations is sometimes shadowed by
the need of wide–band analog delay lines, which might be
tens of nanoseconds long for typical UWB channels [8]–
[10]. Although this might not be a fundamental problem
for realizing proof–of–concept prototypes, this is certainly an
important issue to be considered for an integrated receiver
design [11], [12]. Due to these reasons, recent research efforts
on the design of UWB receivers have focused on the appli-
cation of the Compressive Sampling (CS) approach, which
promises to solve some of the inherent difﬁculties of coherent
(full–digital) and non–coherent (based on analog delay lines)
UWB receivers. The interested reader might consult [13]–
[17] for further information. In this paper, regardless of the
practical implementation used to acquire the UWB signal at
the receiver end, our main goal is to study, from the theoretical
point of view, the performance of TR–UWB receivers in the
presence of single– and multi–tone interference, and compare
various receiver proposals available in the literature. To our
best knowledge, such a comprehensive performance study is
still unavailable in the literature.
Moving from the ﬁrst proposal of application to IR–UWB
communication systems [3], several non–coherent receiver
schemes are today available in the open technical literature
(see, e.g., [11]–[35] and references therein), as well as many
studies have been conducted to ﬁgure out their achievable
performance over realistic propagation environments (see, e.g.,
[36]–[50] and references therein). In particular, in [18] the
concept of detection and timing using dirty templates has
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been introduced; in [22] a hybrid detection method composed
by a matched ﬁlter followed by an auto–correlation receiver
has been considered for performance improvement; in [11] a
Slightly Frequency–Shifted Reference (FSR) receiver has been
introduced to avoid analog delay lines that afﬂict the efﬁcient
design at the IC–level of conventional TR methods; in [29] a
Differential TR (DTR) scheme with chip–time processing has
been designed and its performance analyzed; in [30] a pulse
cluster transmission system has been conceived to reduce the
length of the analog delay line and make its implementation
affordable; in [12] the authors have moved from [3] and [11] to
present a receiver scheme that avoids delay lines and transmits
the reference signal over an orthogonal code; in [33], the
scheme in [12] is further extended to the reference scenario
with multiple–access interference and its design ﬂexibility is
studied. Moreover, analytical studies in [37], [38] have allowed
us to fully understand the performance of TR receiver schemes
over multipath fading channels further impaired by single–
tone Narrow–Band Interference (NBI). These studies have
been extended in [42], [49] for detection and synchronization
analysis, and in [41], [44], [45] to analyze the performance
of Energy Detector (ED) receivers impaired by aggregate
NBI interference. In [50], the effect of uncoordinated UWB
(and, so, wide–band) interference on the performance of ED
receivers has been recently studied as well. Furthermore, in
[46] an advanced framework has been proposed to avoid some
limitations evidenced in [37] to account for different front–
end zonal ﬁlters at the receiver input. Finally, in [48] the
performance of TR systems for application to relay networks
has been investigated.
While ﬁrst investigations on the performance analysis, de-
sign and optimization of IR–UWB coherent and non–coherent
receiver schemes have been mainly devoted to the multipath
fading scenario, with the main aim to quantify the energy col-
lection capabilities of them in harsh propagation environments,
recently the interest has moved towards coexistence issues
in the presence of NBI (see, e.g., [51]–[59] and references
therein, along with [60], [61] for a survey, recent results,
and a comprehensive reference list). As a matter of fact, if
on the one hand the large transmission bandwidth of IR–
UWB signals allows them to resolve multipath components
and exploit multipath diversity, thus making this technology
a viable candidate for communications in harsh reference
scenarios, such as industrial/factory indoor and forest/sub-
urban outdoor environments, on the other hand it yields some
new design challenges from the point of view of coexistence:
the successful deployment of IR–UWB systems requires that
they coexist and contend with a variety of interfering signals.
For example: i) unlicensed commercial UWB–based systems
are currently envisioned to operate with low power spectral
density levels over already–populated frequency bands, an
operating scenario that is receiving even more attention today
under the broader umbrella of underlay Cognitive Radio (CR)
[59], and ii) intentional jammers are inevitably present in many
military contexts [62], and IR–UWB systems must be robust
against jamming.
As far as TR or non–coherent receiver schemes are consid-
ered, the problem of coexistence is even exacerbated due to the
incoherent processing. Performance studies in [38], [41]–[44]
have clearly shown that the error probability of these receivers
gets signiﬁcantly worse in the presence of interference, and
have also pointed out that the performance gain offered by
a receiver in a multipath environment might disappear in
the presence of interference [41]. These results have been
the driver for signiﬁcant research efforts to develop robust
interference cancelation mechanisms to improve the overall
performance and coexistence capabilities of non–coherent so-
lutions (see, e.g., [40], [43], [63]–[67] and references therein).
Motivated by the above considerations, the aim of this
paper is twofold: i) to assess the performance of the recently
proposed Chip–Time Differential Transmitted–Reference (Tc–
DTR) receiver scheme [29] in a reference scenario with
multipath fading and tone interference, and ii) to compare its
performance and design ﬂexibility with some other notable
TR schemes. Our analysis shows that the particular structure
of the Tc–DTR scheme, which uses Direct Sequence (DS)
coding and a processing at the chip–time (Tc) level, allows it
to reject tone interference via a simple design of the DS code,
in addition to the optimization of some system parameters,
e.g., the chip–time and the shape of the transmitted pulse.
Guidelines for the design of the optimal code are derived,
and it is pointed out that, for moderately low Signal–to–
Interference Ratios (SIRs), tone interference can be almost
completely canceled out. The analysis encompasses perfor-
mance metrics that are useful for both data detection (i.e.,
Average Bit Error Probability, ABEP) and timing acquisition
(i.e., False Alarm Probability, Pfa, and Detection Probability,
Pd), and it is pointed out that, among the analyzed receivers,
the Tc–DTR scheme provides the best performance and design
ﬂexibility. Reference scenarios with single– and multi–tone
NBI are studied, and unlike recent papers (see, e.g., [41],
[50]), we consider the case–study where multiple jammers can
transmit at different carrier frequencies. We show that NBI can
be rejected deterministically if a single jammer falls within the
transmission bandwidth of the UWB signal, while it can be
rejected only statistically, i.e., on average, if multiple jam-
mers are simultaneously transmitting at different frequencies.
Although single– and multi–tone interference modeling might
appear very simpliﬁed models, they have been extensively
used in the literature due to their analytical simplicity to
get fundamental insightful information about the performance
of complicated receiver structures (see, e.g., [37], [38], [41],
[42], [44], [50], [60], and [53] for some comments about
their validity). In this paper, we consider these two models
for the jamming signals for two reasons: i) the analytical
simplicity, and thus the possibility to get simple and insightful
closed–form expressions, and ii) the widespread adoption of
these models, which allow us to compare our analysis with
other studies available in the literature, thus having a common
basis for performance comparison of various TR schemes [45].
Furthermore, analytical results are substantiated via numerical
simulations, and performance comparison with other non–
coherent receivers is provided as well.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model and the Tc–DTR receiver.
In Section III, the framework for performance analysis over
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Tc–DTR scheme: (a) transmitter, (b) receiver.
frequency–selective multipath channels and a faded single–
tone NBI is presented. Section IV extends the latter framework
to the scenario with multiple jammers, and provides comments
about its accuracy and limitations. In Section V, the optimal
DS code and system design for NBI suppression are derived,
and in Section VI the robustness of the Tc–DTR receiver is
compared to other non–coherent TR solutions. In Section VII,
some numerical results are shown to substantiate claims and
analytical ﬁndings. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Let us consider the Tc–DTR receiver scheme shown in
Fig. 1. With respect to conventional TR solutions (see, e.g.,
[37], [38], [41]) that resort to Time–Hopping (TH) spreading
mechanisms, the proposed solution uses DS coding, in which
the transmitted signal is given, for every signaling interval,
by a sequence of Ns short UWB pulses, whose polarity
depends on the DS code. The reader may ﬁnd in [29] further
information about the rationale of using DS instead of TH
solutions for DTR receivers. In this paper, we are mainly
interested in showing that using DS instead of TH coding can
be beneﬁcial, for both data detection and timing acquisition,
to reject tone interference via a proper code design.
A. Transmitted Signal
1) Data Detection: As far as data detection is concerned,
we assume a Binary Pulse Amplitude Modulation (BPAM)
scheme to convey the information bits. Accordingly, the signal
transmitted by a generic user can be written as follows:
s (t) =
+∞∑
j=−∞
√
Ew c˜jw
(
t− jTc −
⌊
j
Ns
⌋
Tb
)
(1)
where {bi}+∞i=−∞ ∈ {−1,+1} is the i–th transmitted in-
formation bit, {cj}Ns−1j=0 ∈ {−1,+1} is the signature DS
code with period Ns, i.e., {cj}Ns−1j=0 = {cj+Ns}Ns−1j=0 , c˜j =(
bj/Nscj
)
c˜j−1 is the jointly differentially–encoded version
of bi and cj , and · is the lower integer part operator.
Moreover, Tb = NsTc is the bit duration with Tc denoting
the average pulse repetition period, i.e., the chip–time, w (·)
is the band–pass1 transmitted pulse with duration Tw, center
frequency fc, and unit energy (i.e.,
∫ Tw
0
w2 (t) dt = 1), Ew =
Eb/Ns and Eb are pulse and bit energies, respectively, and
DF = Tw/Tc is the DS Duty Factor, which is representative
of the impulsiveness of IR–UWB signaling. More speciﬁcally,
(1) shows that the proposed Tc–DTR receiver turns out to
be a pulse–differential TR scheme in which the transmitted
pulse train is weighted by a bipolar code, which is obtained
by differentially encoding the information bits and a mother
DS code.
Unlike typical TR schemes, which adopt TH coding instead
of DS coding (see, e.g., [37], [38], [41]), (1) clearly shows
that the Tc–DTR receiver completely avoids pulse dithering,
which, as explained in detail in [29], can be beneﬁcial to re-
duce the length of the delay line. However, the pulse dithering
effect introduced by TH codes is often exploited to smooth the
power spectrum of the transmitted signal and to comply with
current regulations for UWB transmission. In spite of that,
we wish to emphasize here that avoiding TH coding is not
a limitation of the Tc–DTR scheme since a similar spectrum
smoothing effect can be obtained by properly designing the DS
code in (1) (see, e.g., [68] for further details). In other words,
when taking into account all the requirements of IR–UWB
transmissions, the DS code of the Tc–DTR receiver should
be optimized to meet multiple design criteria, which include,
among the others, the rejection of NBI and the shaping of
the power spectrum of the transmitted signal. Due to space
constraints, in this paper we limit our attention to study the
design of the DS code to reduce the effect of NBI and postpone
the optimization of the DS code to meet multiple design
requirements to a future research contribution.
2) Timing Acquisition: As far as timing acquisition is
concerned, we assume a data–aided synchronization method
that foresees the transmission of an unmodulated train of
pulses before data transmission (see, e.g., [29], [42], and [49]
and references therein for a survey). Accordingly, the signal
transmitted by a generic user can be written as follows:
s (t) =
+∞∑
j=−∞
√
Ew c˜jw (t− jTc) (2)
where the same symbols and deﬁnitions as in (1) have been
adopted. However, in this case Eb simply denotes the energy
of each transmitted codeword (i.e., a Ns–long train of pulses).
B. Channel Model
We consider a frequency–selective multipath fading propa-
gation channel further impaired by NBI. The received signal,
1For the sake of clarity, we emphasize here that we adopt the terminology
“band–pass pulse” to identify a pulse whose frequency power spectrum
is not necessarily located around the zero frequency. The power spectrum
can be centered around any frequency fc  1 in order to comply with
current regulations for UWB transmission. However, no explicit frequency up–
conversion is assumed in this paper, but the spectrum occupancy is determined
only by the shape of the transmitted pulse. This is the main reason why the
signal and channel models (see Section II-B) adopted in this manuscript are
inherently real and are not complex.
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r (·), can be written as follows:
r (t) = (s⊗ h) (t) + J (t) + n (t) (3)
where J (·) denotes the contribution from NBI, h (·) is the
channel impulse response, ⊗ represents the convolution op-
erator, and n (·) is the zero–mean Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) with two–sided power spectral density N0/2.
The impulse response, h (·), of a generic UWB channel is
[8]–[10]:
h (t) =
L−1∑
l=0
αlδ (t− τl) (4)
where αl and τl denote gain and delay of the l–path, respec-
tively, L is the number of received multipath components,
and δ (·) is the Dirac’s delta function. Moreover, {αl}L−1l=0 =
βlpl, where {βl}L−1l=0 denotes the fading gain, which may be
Nakagami–m, Log–Normal, Rice or Rayleigh distributed [42],
and {pl}L−1l=0 is a pulse polarity factor that takes values ±1
with equal probability. For analytical tractability, intra–pulse
interference is neglected in our analysis [69], i.e., |τl − τm| ≥
Tw, ∀l = m, where {τl}L−1l=1 = τ0 + lTw. Moreover, to
avoid Inter–Symbol (ISI) and Inter–Chip Interference (ICI),
we consider Tc ≥ Td, where Td denotes the maximum excess
delay of the channel, i.e., Td = τL−1 − τ0. Furthermore,
without loss of generality, we assume τ0 = 0.
As mentioned in Section I, we adopt a single– and multi–
tone model for the NBI. As a consequence, if multiple jammers
are simultaneously active over the transmission bandwidth of
the UWB signal, J (·) in (3) reduces as follows:
J (t) =
NI∑
k=1
√
2JkαJk cos (2πfJkt + θJk) (5)
where NI is the number of active jammers, and {Jk}NIk=1,
{αJk}NIk=1, {fJk}NIk=1, {θJk}NIk=1 are average received power,
channel gain, carrier frequency, and phase of the interfering
signals, respectively. Similar to [53], we assume a ﬂat–fading
and slowly–varying multipath channel model for each jammer.
C. Receiver Operations
As shown in Fig. 1, the received signal r (·) in (3) is passed
through an ideal band–pass ﬁlter with bandwidth W and center
frequency fc to eliminate out–of–band noise and interference.
We assume W is large enough to introduce a negligible
distortion on both the shape of the received pulse and the
in–band NBI. On the other hand, the noise autocorrelation
function at the ﬁlter output is:
Rn˜ (τ) = WN0sinc (Wτ) cos (2πfcτ) (6)
where n˜ (·) represents the ﬁltered version of n (·), and
sinc (x) = sin (x)/x.
After ﬁltering, the signal r˜ (t) = (s⊗ h) (t) + J (t) + n˜ (t)
at the ﬁlter output is ﬁrst multiplied by a Tc–delayed version
of itself, and then weighted by a locally–generated gating
waveform, z (·), which, for each NsTc–long signaling interval,
is deﬁned as follows:
z (t; τ) =
Ns−1∑
j=0
cjg (t− jTc − τ) (7)
where2 g (t) = rect (t/TI − 0.5), 0 < TI  Tc is the
time integration window, Lcap = TI/Tw is the number of
captured multipath components in that window, and τ is a
time delay between received signal and local template [42].
Finally, we emphasize that the local signal z (·) is independent
of the transmitted and received pulse waveforms, but it is only
used to de–spread the received signal and ﬁlter out noise and
interference that lay outside the signal region.
D. Performance Measures
1) Data Detection: As far as data detection is concerned,
the main performance metric to be computed is the ABEP.
In particular, by assuming perfect bit synchronization at the
receiver (i.e., τ = 0), the (soft) decision variable at the detector
input for the i–th bit time is:
Qi =
∫ (i+1)Tb
iTb
r˜ (t) r˜ (t− Tc) z (t− iTb) dt (8)
By adopting the optimal decision rule for a single–user and
interference–free system setup to keep the receiver complexity
at a low level, the received bits are estimated as follows [37]:
bˆi = sign (Qi) (9)
which leads to the following deﬁnition for the ABEP:
ABEP = Pr
{
bi = bˆi
}
(10)
where sign (·) is the sign function, i.e., sign (x) = 1 if x ≥ 0
and sign (x) = −1 if x < 0, and Pr {·} denotes probability.
2) Timing Acquisition: As far as timing acquisition is
concerned, the main performance metrics to be computed are
Pd and Pfa. In particular, by considering a generic NsTc–
long observation window t ∈ [τ + iNsTc, τ + (i + 1)NsTc)
for signal detection, and deﬁning the (soft) decision variable
at the detector input as follows:
Di(τ) =
∫ τ+(i+1)NsTc
τ+iNsTc
r˜ (t) r˜ (t− Tc) z (t− iNsTc; τ) dt
(11)
Pd and Pfa can be deﬁned as [49]:{
Pd = Pr {Di (τ) ≥ Dth| τ = 0 and s (·) = 0}
Pfa = Pr {Di (τ) ≥ Dth| τ = 0 and s (·) = 0}
(12)
where Dth is the detection threshold. In other words, Pd
is the probability that Di(·) is above Dth when the useful
user is actually transmitting (i.e., s (·) = 0), while Pfa is
the same probability but when there is no active useful user
(i.e., s (·) = 0). Also, let us note that in (12) we have
considered, similar to [49] and references therein, the system
setup with τ = 0. The framework described in this paper
has been recently generalized in [70] for τ = 0, but the
analytical development is not reported here for two reasons: i)
2rect (t/2T ) = 1 if −T ≤ t ≤ T and rect (t/2T ) = 0 elsewhere.
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Ui =
∫ (i+1)Tb
iTb
[(s⊗ h) (t) · (s⊗ h) (t− Tc)] z (t− iTb) dt = biNsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l (15)
Ii =
∫ (i+1)Tb
iTb
[J (t) · (s⊗ h) (t− Tc)] z (t− iTb) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
(1)
i
+
∫ (i+1)Tb
iTb
[J (t− Tc) · (s⊗ h) (t)] z (t− iTb) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
(2)
i
+
∫ (i+1)Tb
iTb
[J (t) · J (t− Tc)] z (t− iTb) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
(3)
i
∼= J1TIα2J1 cos (2πfJ1Tc)
Ns−1∑
j=0
cj
(16)
space constraints, and ii) because in [70] it is shown that the
optimal code design is unaffected by the mistiming τ = 0.
In other words, the analytical development is much more
involving, but the outcome about system optimization of the
Tc–DTR scheme is the same. Accordingly, we will omit the
time–delay variable τ in the next sections. We also remark
that, under this assumption, it can be readily veriﬁed that
Di (τ)|τ=0 = Qi|bi=+1 ∀i. So, in what follows, we will unify
the analytical treatment of both decision metrics by taking into
account this latter condition.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS:
SINGLE–TONE INTERFERENCE
Moving from system model and receiver operation intro-
duced in Section II, the aim of this section is to provide
a simple but insightful analytical framework for analyzing
the performance of the proposed Tc–DTR transceiver over
multipath fading channels with a single–tone NBI. Recently,
some advanced analytical frameworks have been proposed to
compute error and detection probabilities of TR receivers,
which are based on the general theory of “sampling expansion”
(see, e.g., [37], [38], [42], [44], [49]). These methods are quite
powerful, as they allow us to write the performance metric
of interest in a form that is very conveniently expressed for
computing the average over the distribution of the channel
gains, without the need of Monte Carlo methods. Unlike
these contributions, the main aim of this paper is to propose
a framework with a different and twofold objective: i) the
framework should be accurate but simple enough to be used
for system optimization, and, more speciﬁcally, to identify the
degrees of freedom to reduce the effect of interference; and
ii) the framework should be accurate but insightful enough
for a simple comparison among various receiver schemes
based on the TR principle, as well as to readily understand
advantages and disadvantages of each of them with regard
to coexistence issues. In this paper, we show that using the
Gaussian approximation for the cross–noise term is sufﬁcient
to derive the optimal code design and parameters setup to re-
duce the effect of interference, and to understand strengths and
weaknesses of many receiver schemes. In fact, the proposed
optimization method does not require closed–form expressions
of the metrics of interest averaged over the fading distribution,
but conditional (upon channel statistics) metrics are used. After
optimization, the average performance metrics are computed
using Monte Carlo methods. Finally, we emphasize that the
Gaussian approximation is used only to model the cross–noise
term arising from TR operations, no Gaussian approximations
are considered to analytically modeling the tone interference.
A. Framework to Compute the ABEP
The ABEP is computed by using a three–step procedure:
i) ﬁrst, the (Signal+Interference)–to–Noise Ratio ((S+I)NR)
is deﬁned and computed, ii) second, the conditional (upon
the channel coefﬁcients of useful user and jammers) Bit Error
Probability (BEP) is estimated, and iii) third, the ABEP is
obtained via semi–analytical methods.
1) (S+I)NR: The decision variable in (8) can be written
as the summation of three contributions Ui, Ii, and N˜i as
follows:
Qi = Ui + Ii + N˜i (13)
which are useful, interference, and noise terms, respectively.
The (S+I)NR conditioned upon the fading channels and the
transmitted bits, γi (·, ·; ·), is deﬁned as follows3:
γi
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1 ; bi
)
=
(Ui + Ii)
2
E
{
N˜2i
} = M2i
E
{
N˜2i
} (14)
where E {·} denotes the expectation operator computed over
the AWGN.
After a few algebraic manipulations (see Appendix I for
details and approximations), Ui and Ii in (13) can be re–
written as shown in (15) and in (16) on top of this page,
respectively, where the approximation in (16) is obtained by
taking into account that, for typical system setups where
TI 
 (4πfJ1)−1, we have I(1)i + I(2)i  Ui + I(3)i , and
I
(3)
i
∼= J1TIα2J1 cos (2πfJ1Tc)
∑Ns−1
j=0 cj . Further details can
be found in Appendix I.
3With a slight inaccurate notation we highlight the conditioning only upon
the channel gains of the NBI. The reason is that the simpliﬁed model presented
in what follows depends only on these coefﬁcients. The improved model in
Section IV-B actually depends on other fading parameters as well. Moreover,
we emphasize here that (14) implicitly assumes that E
n
N˜i
o ∼= 0. This is
actually true for all receiver architectures analyzed in this manuscript, except
the ED. Further comments about this point can be found in Section VI, Table
I, and Table II.
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pb
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
= 0.5Q
(√
γ¯
(−1)
i
)
+ 0.5Q
(√
γ¯
(+1)
i
)
if Mi|bi=−1 < 0 and Mi|bi=+1 ≥ 0
Pb
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
= 0.5
[
1−Q
(√
γ¯
(−1)
i
)]
+ 0.5Q
(√
γ¯
(+1)
i
)
if Mi|bi=−1 ≥ 0 and Mi|bi=+1 ≥ 0
Pb
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
= 0.5Q
(√
γ¯
(−1)
i
)
+ 0.5
[
1−Q
(√
γ¯
(+1)
i
)]
if Mi|bi=−1 < 0 and Mi|bi=+1 < 0
Pb
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
= 0.5
[
1−Q
(√
γ¯
(−1)
i
)]
+ 0.5
[
1−Q
(√
γ¯
(+1)
i
)]
if Mi|bi=−1 ≥ 0 and Mi|bi=+1 < 0
(18)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pd
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
= Q
⎛
⎝ Dth − μDi
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
σDi
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ s (·) = 0
⎞
⎠ = Q
⎛
⎜⎜⎝Dth − [Ui + Ii]√
E
{
N˜2i
}
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
Pfa
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
= Q
⎛
⎝ Dth − μDi
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
σDi
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ s (·) = 0
⎞
⎠ = Q
⎛
⎜⎜⎝ Dth − Ii√
E
{
N˜2i
}∣∣∣
Ew=0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
(21)
Moreover, the noise power, E
{
N˜2i
}
, is:
E
{
N˜2i
} ∼= N0 (2Ns − 1)Ew Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l
+ 0.5N20NsWTI + N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
+ N0J1TIα2J1 cos (4πfJ1Tc)
Ns−1∑
j=1
cjcj−1
(17)
which is obtained by following the same approach as in [29]
and [71] but including DS coding and NBI. See also Appendix
I for further information.
As a consequence, from (15)–(17) the (S+I)NR in (14) can
be computed in closed–form.
2) BEP: The BEP, Pb (·, ·), can be easily obtained from
γi (·, ·; ·) in (14) by relying on typical methods used to
analyze the performance of wireless channels with ISI and
Multiple Access Interference (MUI), which are based on the
so–called “open–eye” method [72]. In particular, according
to the decision rule in (9), four different cases need to
be considered to accurately computing the error probability
without resorting to the typical Gaussian approximation to
account for the NBI. These four cases are shown in (18) on top
of this page, where Q (x) =
(
1
/√
2π
) ∫ +∞
x
exp
(−t2/2) dt
and, for notational simplicity, we have deﬁned γ¯(±1)i =
γi
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1 ;±1
)
. Furthermore, Mi|bi is Mi in (14)
when conditioning upon the transmission of the information
bit bi.
3) ABEP: The BEP in (18) is conditioned upon the fading
statistics of UWB, {αl}Lcap−1l=0 , and NBI, αJ1 , channels. The
ABEP can be readily computed by numerically averaging (18)
over the distributions of {αl}Lcap−1l=0 and αJ1 , as follows:
ABEP = E{αl}Lcap−1l=0 ,αJ1
{
Pb
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)}
(19)
where E{αl}Lcapl=1 ,αJ1
{·} is the expectation operator computed
over channel statistics.
B. Framework to Compute Pd and Pfa
Pd and Pfa can be computed by using a procedure similar
to that already used to compute the ABEP in Section III-
A: i) ﬁrst, the decision variable in (11) is approximated
with a Gaussian distributed Random Variable (RV) when
conditioning upon fading channel statistics4, ii) second, the
conditional (upon the channel coefﬁcients of useful user and
jammers) Pd and Pfa are estimated, and iii) third, a semi–
analytical method is used to remove the conditioning over the
wireless channel.
1) Mean and Variance of Di: By assuming Di in (11)
conditional Gaussian, its distribution is univocally determined
by its mean, μDi (·, ·), and variance, σ2Di (·, ·), which can be
written as follows5:⎧⎨
⎩
μDi
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
= Ui + Ii
σ2Di
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)
= E
{
N˜2i
} (20)
where Ui, Ii, and N˜i can be found in (15)–(17) with
{bi}+∞i=−∞ = +1 and Tb = NsTc, as described in Section
II-D.2.
2) Conditional Pd and Pfa: By exploiting again the “open–
eye” method for performance analysis, it can be shown that,
when conditioning upon fading channel statistics, Pd and
Pfa can be computed as shown in (21) on top of this page,
where we have taken into account that to compute Pfa the
contribution from the useful user has to be removed in (15)–
(17): i.e., Ui = 0 and when computing E
{
N˜2i
}
we have to
set Ew = 0.
4We emphasize again that the Gaussian approximation is for the cross–noise
term only and is not used for the NBI.
5Similar to (14), also (20) assumes that E
n
N˜i
o ∼= 0.
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Ii ∼= I(3)i =
Ns−1∑
j=0
⎧⎨
⎩cj
TI∫
0
[(
NI∑
k=1
ζk,j (t)
)(
NI∑
h=1
ζh,j (t− Tc)
)]
dt
⎫⎬
⎭ (25)
Ii ∼= I(3)i =
NI∑
k=1
[
Jkα
2
Jk
cos (2πfJkTc)
]⎛⎝TI Ns−1∑
j=0
cj
⎞
⎠+ Ns−1∑
j=0
⎧⎨
⎩cj
NI∑
k=1
⎡
⎣ TI∫
0
Jkα
2
Jk
cos (4πfJk (t + jTc − 0.5Tc) + 2θJk) dt
⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
⎧⎨
⎩cj
NI∑
k=1
NI∑
h=k=1
⎡
⎣ TI∫
0
√
JkJhαJkαJh cos (2π (fJk + fJh) (t + jTc)− 2πfJhTc + 2 (θJk + θJh)) dt
⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
⎧⎨
⎩cj
NI∑
k=1
NI∑
h=k=1
⎡
⎣ TI∫
0
√
JkJhαJkαJh cos (2π (fJk − fJh) (t + jTc) + 2πfJhTc + 2 (θJk − θJh)) dt
⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭
(26)
3) Pd and Pfa: Finally, similar to (19), Pd and Pfa can be
obtained by using a semi–analytical method as follows:⎧⎨
⎩
Pd = E{αl}Lcap−1l=0 ,αJ1
{
Pd
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)}
Pfa = E{αl}Lcap−1l=0 ,αJ1
{
Pfa
(
{αl}Lcap−1l=0 , αJ1
)} (22)
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS:
MULTI–TONE INTERFERENCE
Let us now consider the scenario with NI > 1. In this case,
the analysis is more involving with respect to the setup with
a single–tone NBI. Due to space constraints, we do not report
all the details of the analytical derivation, but we summarize
only the ﬁnal results. In particular, the development is heavily
based on the analytical derivation described in detail in Section
III for NI = 1.
More speciﬁcally, the ﬁnal expressions of the ABEP in (18)
and (19), as well as Pd and Pfa in (21) and (22) can be still
applied by taking into consideration that: i) (18) and (21) are
conditioned upon the set of channel gains {αJk}NIk=1, and ii)
(19) and (22) need to be averaged over the channel gain of
each jammer. Accordingly, for all performance metrics only
the terms Ii, N˜i in (13) need to be modiﬁed to account for
multiple interfering jammers. In what follows, two approxi-
mation methods are proposed to this end:
1) The ﬁrst method is based on the approximation that the
jammers sum up in power in Ii, N˜i.
2) The second method yields a more accurate, but more
complicated, approximation that considers all contribu-
tions actually present in Ii.
In Section VII, we will see that the ﬁrst method is accurate
for moderately low SIRs, while it starts being less accurate
when each active jammer is very strong (i.e., low SIRs). On the
other hand, we will verify that the second method is reasonably
accurate for low SIRs as well.
A. Simple Approximation
By assuming that all contributions coming from NBI sum
up in power, Ii, N˜i in (13) can be generalized as follows,
respectively:
Ii ∼= I(3)i ∼=
NI∑
k=1
[
Jkα
2
Jk
cos (2πfJkTc)
]⎛⎝TI Ns−1∑
j=0
cj
⎞
⎠ (23)
E
{
N˜2i
} ∼= N0 (2Ns − 1)Ew LCAP−1∑
l=0
α2l + 0.5N
2
0NsWTI
+ N0NsTI
NI∑
k=1
Jkα
2
Jk
+ N0TI
NI∑
k=1
[
Jkα
2
Jk
cos (4πfJkTc)
]⎛⎝Ns−1∑
j=1
cjcj−1
⎞
⎠
(24)
The interested reader can obtain (23) and (24) by following
the same analytical steps already described in Appendix I.
B. Improved Approximation
The improved approximation stems from the consideration
that, for low SIRs, the terms in Ii arising from the cross–
products among the jammers could have a non–negligible
contribution. On the other hand, we have empirically found
(see also Section VII) that the same cross–products have a
less pronounced effect in N˜i, since the error ﬂoor in all
performance metrics considered in this paper is mainly caused
by Ii. This claim will be better substantiated in Section V and
Section VII. Further comments and details can be found in
[73].
In particular, Ii can be approximated as shown in (25) on top
of this page, where we have deﬁned
{
{ζk,j (t)}NIk=1
}Ns−1
j=0
=
√
2JkαJk cos (2πfJk (t + jTc) + θJk). Furthermore, after
some simple algebraic manipulations, (25) can be explicitly
re–written as shown in (26) on top of this page. We note
that the ﬁrst term in (26) corresponds to the approximation
in (23), while the last three contributions account for the
actual coherent summation of the jammers. The last two
addends depend on the summation and on the difference
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
C1 :
Ns−1∑
j=0
cj = 0
C2 :
Ns−1∑
j=1
cjcj−1 = −Ns
[
NI∑
k=1
JkE
{
α2Jk
}][ NI∑
k=1
JkE
{
α2Jk
}
cos (4πfJkTc)
]−1 (28)
between pairs of jammer frequencies, respectively. According
to the discussions in Section III and Appendix I, it follows
that the last addend is expected to yield a more signiﬁcant
contribution for low SIRs.
Finally, we notice that other terms in Ii (i.e., I
(1)
i , and
I
(2)
i in (16)) might have a non–negligible contribution for low
SIRs. However, the analysis in Appendix I has evidenced that
these terms could be made arbitrarily small via pulse shaping
methods, i.e., by introducing notches in each frequency where
a jammer is transmitting. Further details about this point can
be found in Section V. We note that while proper pulse shaping
might be a good method for interference rejection for coherent
UWB receivers [53], this is, in general, not sufﬁcient for TR
schemes because of the non–linear processing at the receiver,
which causes the cross–interference term (see, e.g., (16)).
V. SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION: OPTIMAL CODE DESIGN
Let us now exploit the frameworks introduced in Section
III and Section IV to derive the optimal system design to
minimize the effect of NBI for both single– and multi–tone
scenarios. In particular, the main objective of this section is
to look into the performance metrics with the purpose of
identifying the relations among the system parameters, e.g., DS
code, chip–time, pulse waveform, that can be adequately tuned
to guaranteeing a higher robustness to NBI. The ultimate goal
is the development of closed–form (approximate) formulas,
which provide insights and precise design guidelines on how
to best choose the degrees of freedom of the system to reduce,
as much as possible, the effect of NBI, which is explicitly
present in the ﬁnal expressions of the performance metrics
of interest. Also, we are interested in highlighting the amount
of side information, i.e., channel– and interference–awareness,
needed for a practical implementation of these formulas.
As far as the single–tone scenario is concerned, from (16)
and (17) it follows that NBI can be completely eliminated if
the following two conditions are veriﬁed simultaneously:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
C1 :
Ns−1∑
j=0
cj = 0
C2 :
Ns−1∑
j=1
cjcj−1 = −Ns [cos (4πfJ1Tc)]−1
(27)
which is the optimal code design to reduce the NBI for all
performance metrics studied in this paper.
In particular: i) C1 simply states that the DS code should
be perfectly balanced, and ii) C2 suggests to design a DS
code with an auto–correlation function evaluated at Tc equal
to −Ns/cos (4πfJ1Tc). Moreover, while C1 is independent
of the characteristics of the NBI (e.g., the jammer carrier
frequency), C2 requires the knowledge of fJ1 . In Section
VII, we will show that the most important condition for
system optimization and NBI rejection is C1. Moreover, let us
emphasize that while C1 can always be satisﬁed via a proper
code design, C2 cannot be exactly satisﬁed as it involves the
partial correlation function of the DS code, which can be at
the most equal to ±(Ns − 1), while the absolute value of the
right hand side of C2 is always greater than Ns. However,
the DS code can always be designed in order to minimize the
difference between the left and right hand sides of C2: i.e.,
the condition C2 can be approximately achieved.
It is very interesting to note that a code design similar
to C1 has been recently developed in [74] for the original
delay–hopped TR scheme [3]. In particular, [74, Eq. (35)]
coincides with C1 in (27) for unit–length TH codes. Also,
similar to C1, [74, Eq. (35)] is independent of the jammer
carrier frequency. In spite of these similarities, there are many
differences between the code design proposed in this paper
and [74]. In particular: i) the delay–hopped TR scheme in
[74] is more complicated to be implemented in practice with
respect to our Tc–DTR detector. As a matter of fact, it needs a
number of delay lines equal to the length of the TH code, while
the Tc–DTR scheme requires just a single delay line; ii) to
reduce the effect of NBI, all these delay lines must be properly
tuned, while C1 is independent of the length of the delay line,
i.e., the chip–time; and, more importantly, iii) the optimization
problem studied in [74] neglects the AWGN, which, on the
other hand, is well tackled by C2 in (27), which, as we
will better show in Section VI, is the main distinguishable
feature and reason for the Tc–DTR scheme to achieve better
performance with respect to state–of–the–art TR schemes. A
common characteristic of C1 in (27) and [74, Eq. (35)] is that
they both require the DS code to be perfectly balanced for
interference rejection.
As far as the multi–tone scenario is concerned, the condi-
tions that the DS code should satisfy to reduce the effect of
NBI can be derived, e.g., from (23) and (24) by considering the
assumptions that all the jammers sum up incoherently. How-
ever, an important consideration is worth being made in this
case. The condition C2 in (27) allows us to deterministically
cancel out the jammer falling within the transmission band-
width of the UWB useful signal, since (27) is independent of
the channel gain, αJ1 , and phase, θJ1 . On the other hand, from
(24) it seems very complicated, for arbitrary values of carrier
frequencies of the interferers, that a similar condition can be
achieved for the multi–tone scenario. Mathematically speak-
ing, it seems very difﬁcult to design a code that satisﬁes the
condition
∑NI
k=1
[
Jkα
2
Jk
cos (4πfJkTc)
] (∑Ns−1
j=1 cjcj−1
)
=
−Ns
∑NI
k=1 Jkα
2
Jk
for any single realization of the channel
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statistics. For this reason, in this paper we propose a code
design that can cancel out statistically, i.e., on average, the
NBI in a multi–tone scenario. Accordingly, from (23) and (24)
the conditions for code design in (28) on top of the previous
page can be obtained, where C1 is the same as in (27).
Furthermore, we note that for those system setups where
the framework in Section IV-A is inaccurate, the condition C1
in (28) should be replaced by a similar optimization criterion
that could be obtained from (26). With similar arguments as
those already described for C2 in (28), the new condition can
be concisely written as E {Ii} ∼= E
{
I
(3)
i
}
= 0. Due to the
complexity of the latter optimization criterion, we will not
consider it for performance optimization in this paper. As a
matter of fact, even though C1 in (28) might not be optimal
for some system setups, it still allows us to reduce the effect
of the NBI for all system scenarios. This claim is substantiated
by the fact that the ﬁrst addend in (26) is exactly (23), from
which C1 in (28) has been derived.
Finally, two remarks are worth being made about the
design criteria for optimizing the performance of the Tc–
DTR receiver. 1) The ﬁrst comment is concerned with C2
in (27) and (28). It is important to note that C2 foresees
a joint optimization of DS code and chip–time Tc, which
needs to be carefully chosen by also reducing the effect of
ISI and ICI due to the frequency–selectivity of the UWB
channel. 2) The second comment is related to the possibility
to tune other parameters at the transmitter for performance
optimization. A simple way to reduce further the effect of
the NBI is to properly design the shape of the transmitted
pulse. This remark follows from (30) and (33) in Appendix
I, where it is shown that having frequency notches near the
carrier frequencies of the jammers can help reducing the effect
of NBI. This comment applies to other non–coherent receiver
architectures as well [41], [73].
VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHER NON–COHERENT
RECEIVER SCHEMES
In this section, we compare the performance of the Tc–DTR
scheme with other relevant non–coherent receivers proposed in
the literature. The study aims at highlighting advantages and
disadvantages of each receiver scheme, and at showing the
inherent robustness and ﬂexibility of the Tc–DTR receiver. In
particular, TR [38], DTR [38], ED [39], Code–Multiplexed
TR (CM–TR) [12], and Tc–DTR receiver architectures are
analyzed in this section. We emphasize here that the perfor-
mance of the CM–TR receiver in the presence of NBI has
never been studied in the literature, either by simulation or by
analytical modeling. Furthermore, most performance studies
are restricted to a limited number of receiver schemes, and,
very often, consider only the ABEP (see, e.g., the recent paper
[45] and references therein). These are two additional and
important contributions of the present paper.
Let us consider the scenario with a single–tone NBI. The
setup with multi–tone NBI is addressed at the end of this
section. For a simple comparison, we have summarized, for
various receiver architectures, in Table I and in Table II
the performance metrics needed to compute ABEP, Pd and
Pfa, as described in Section III. In particular, the results
shown in Table I and in Table II for TR, DTR, ED, and
CM–TR6 receivers have been obtained by using the same
approach described in Section III. However, the details of
the derivation are here omitted, but can be found in [73].
Unlike [38] and [39], these results have been obtained by
resorting to the Gaussian approximation for the cross–noise
term. The agreement with the frameworks in [38], [39] has
been veriﬁed in [73]. The framework for the CM–TR7 receiver
is not available elsewhere.
By carefully comparing the analytical models in Table I
and in Table II, the following comments can be made. i)
As far as the ABEP is concerned, previous results (see,
e.g., [41]) have shown that the ED outperforms both TR
and DTR schemes in scenarios with strong NBI. In fact, it
exploits an orthogonal modulation scheme (i.e., Pulse Position
Modulation, PPM) to cancel out the dominant part of the NBI
term in the numerator of γi (·, ·; ·). However, this property
no longer holds as far as Pd and Pfa are concerned. Since
only an unmodulated train of pulses is transmitted in this
latter case, the Ii term of the ED scheme is similar to that
of TR and DTR receivers: this leads to a similar behavior of
all receivers for low SIRs, and it is the main responsible for
the dramatic performance worsening in such scenarios, as we
will show in Section VII. ii) As far as TR (for ABEP, Pd
and Pfa), DTR (for ABEP, Pd and Pfa), and ED (for Pd and
Pfa) receivers are concerned, the performance ﬂoor for strong
NBI and high SNRs (Signal–to–Noise–Ratios) is mainly due
to the NsJ1TIα2J1 cos (2πfJ1Tr), NsJ1TIα
2
J1
cos (2πfJ1Tb),
and NsJ1TIα2J1 terms in the numerator of γi (·, ·; ·) and in Ii,
respectively. iii) As far as the CM–TR scheme is concerned,
we notice that the transmission of reference and data signals
over two orthogonal codes allows it to reject the contribution
of the NBI in the numerator of γi (·, ·; ·) and in Ii. So, when
Pd and Pfa are considered, it turns out to be more robust
to NBI than the ED detector. Moreover, since the CM–TR
receiver uses an amplitude modulation scheme instead of a
position modulation scheme, it offers approximately 1.5dB
of performance gain over the AWGN channel with respect
to the ED receiver. iv) As far as TR and DTR receivers are
concerned, the terms in ii) can be, in principle, canceled out by
designing Tr and Tb to satisfy the conditions cos (2πfJ1Tr) =
0 and cos (2πfJ1Tb) = 0, respectively. However, this foresees
the knowledge of the carrier frequency, fJ1 , of the interfering
signal. Furthermore, as far as the ED is considered, Table II
clearly shows that Ii can never be reduced to zero in this
case. The optimization conditions about Tr and Tb for TR
and DTR receivers, respectively, are very similar to [74, Eq.
(35)]. In fact, in that paper the delays are properly tuned
to reduce to zero the mean value of the interference at the
6Note that, with a slight abuse of notation, as far as the ED is concerned
we have included in Ui the non–zero mean value of the noise term at the
integrator output. As a matter of fact, we have already mentioned in Section
III-A.1 that the ED is the only receiver studied in this paper with E
n
N˜i
o
= 0.
7Note that, when neglecting the NBI, our analytical framework is slightly
different from [12] because we have taken into account that the available
transmit–power is split between data and reference codewords: this allows us
to perform a fair comparison among all the receiver schemes [41].
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TABLE I
(S+I)NR OF THE DECISION VARIABLE OF NON–COHERENT RECEIVER SCHEMES WITH SINGLE–TONE NBI. THE SYMBOLS ARE DEFINED IN [38] FOR TR
AND DTR, IN [39] FOR ED, AND IN [12] FOR CM–TR RECEIVERS. AS FAR AS THE CM–TR RECEIVER IS CONCERNED, THE MULTIPLEXING CODES ARE
ASSUMED TO SATISFY THE CONDITION IN [12, EQ. (8)].
Average Bit Error Probability (ABEP)
Receiver γi (·, ·; ·)
TR
 
0.5biNsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l +NsJ1TIα
2
J1
cos(2πfJ1Tr)
!2
0.5N0NsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l +0.5N
2
0NsWTI+N0NsJ1TIα
2
J01
DTR
 
biNsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l +NsJ1TIα
2
J1
cos(2πfJ1Tb)
!2
N0NsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l +0.5N
2
0NsWTI+N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
ED
 
NsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l
!2
2N0NsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l +2N
2
0NsWTI+4N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
CM–TR
 
biNsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l
!2
2N0NsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l +N
2
0NsWTI+2N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
Tc–DTR
 
biNsEw
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l +J1TIα
2
J1
cos(2πfJ1Tc)
Ns−1P
j=0
cj
!2
N0(2Ns−1)Ew
Lcap−1P
l=0
α2l +0.5N
2
0NsWTI+N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
+N0J1TIα2J1
cos(4πfJ1Tc)
Ns−1P
j=1
cjcj−1
output of the integrator. The conditions cos (2πfJ1Tr) = 0
and cos (2πfJ1Tb) = 0 do the same. However, there is an
important difference about the a priori information needed by
the decoder for this optimization. For TR and DTR schemes,
the carrier frequency of the jammer must be known to compute
the best Tr and Tb. On the other hand, the delay–hopped
TR scheme in [74] exploits the many available delay lines
to conceive an optimization strategy that is oblivious to the
frequency of the interferer. Thus, we can notice that a trade–
off exists: multiple delay lines avoid the need to estimate the
frequency of the jammer, but a receiver scheme with many
delay lines is more complicated to be implemented in practice.
v) For all receivers (apart from the Tc–DTR), the contribution
of the NBI in the denominator of γi (·, ·; ·) for the ABEP and in
E
{
N˜2i
}
for Pd and Pfa cannot be straightforwardly canceled
out without resorting to additional signal processing operations
(see, e.g., [64]), but it always introduces a performance penalty
that increases with the power of the interferers.
On the contrary, by looking at Table I and at Table II we can
readily observe that the Tc–DTR receiver offers more degrees
of freedom to reject the NBI via a simple design of some
system parameters. i) First, we observe that if C1 is veriﬁed,
it offers the same robustness as the ED and CM–TR solutions
when the ABEP is the performance metric of interest: the
contribution of the NBI in the numerator of γi (·, ·; ·) can be
removed. Furthermore, the Tc–DTR receiver is superior to
the ED scheme when Pd and Pfa are the performance metrics
of interest: Ii cannot be canceled out for this latter receiver.
ii) Second, if C2 is closely veriﬁed, the NBI can be almost
completely removed from γi (·, ·; ·) and E
{
N˜2i
}
, and among
the solutions analyzed in Table I and in Table II, the Tc–
DTR scheme is the only receiver architecture that can easily
provide a way to cancel out the contribution of the NBI in
the denominator of γi (·, ·; ·) and in E
{
N˜2i
}
: this results in
a substantial performance gain for strong NBI. iii) From all
the above, it follows that the Tc–DTR scheme is the only
receiver potentially offering, for all metrics of interest, almost
NBI–free performance via a simple code design.
Furthermore, as far as the ABEP is concerned,
let us consider, e.g., the worst–case system setup
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TABLE II
MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE DECISION VARIABLE OF NON–COHERENT RECEIVER SCHEMES WITH SINGLE–TONE NBI. THE SYMBOLS ARE DEFINED IN
[38] FOR TR AND DTR, IN [39] FOR ED, AND IN [12] FOR CM–TR RECEIVERS. AS FAR AS THE CM–TR RECEIVER IS CONCERNED, THE
MULTIPLEXING CODES ARE ASSUMED TO SATISFY THE CONDITION IN [12, EQ. (8)].
Detection Probability (Pd)
Receiver Ui, Ii, and E
{
N˜2i
}
TR
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ui = 0.5NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l
Ii = NsJ1TIα2J1 cos (2πfJ1Tr)
E
{
N˜2i
}
= 0.5N0NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l + 0.5N
2
0NsWTI + N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
DTR
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ui = NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l
Ii = NsJ1TIα2J1 cos (2πfJ1Tb)
E
{
N˜2i
}
= N0NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l + 0.5N
2
0NsWTI + N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
ED
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ui = NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l + N0NsWTI
Ii = NsJ1TIα2J1
E
{
N˜2i
}
= 2N0NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l + N
2
0NsWTI + 2N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
CM–TR
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ui = NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l
Ii = 0
E
{
N˜2i
}
= 2N0NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l + N
2
0NsWTI + 2N0NsJ1TIα
2
J1
Tc–DTR
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ui = NsEw
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l
Ii = J1TIα2J1 cos (2πfJ0Tc)
Ns−1∑
j=1
cj
E
{
N˜2i
}
= N0 (2Ns − 1)Ew
Lcap−1∑
l=0
α2l + 0.5N
2
0NsWTI
+N0NsJ1TIα2J1 + N0J1TIα
2
J1
cos (4πfJ1Tc)
Ns−1∑
j=1
cjcj−1
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cos (4πfJ1Tc)
∑Ns−1
j=1 cjcj−1 = Ns − 1. The following
comments hold in this case. i) When ED and Tc–DTR
receivers are subject to the same average interference
power, J1, the Tc–DTR scheme still outperforms the ED
solution of 1.5dB (low SIRs) or 3dB (high SIRs), by also
doubling the transmission data rate, given that no orthogonal
modulation schemes (i.e., PPM [39]) are required to reduce
the contribution of the interference. ii) When ED and Tc–
DTR receivers are subject to the same SIR, which is deﬁned
as SIR = NsEw/(J1NsTc) (the chip–time of ED is twice
the chip–time of Tc–DTR), the Tc–DTR solution offers
the same performance as the ED scheme (low SIRs), but
for a double transmission data rate. iii) When CM–TR and
Tc–DTR receivers are compared, the latter is 1.5dB better
than the former for high SIRs and yields almost the same
ABEP for low SIRs. In this case, data rate and chip–time
are the same for both receivers. In conclusion, provided that
C1 is satisﬁed, the Tc–DTR scheme always provides some
performance beneﬁts with respect other non–coherent receiver
schemes, even for the worst–case system setup.
Finally, let us consider the multi–tone reference scenario.
Table I and Table II can be readily generalized by considering
either (23) and (24) or (26) and (24). The details are omitted
due to space constraints, but can be found in [73]. As far as
this case study is concerned, comments similar to the single–
tone one still hold. However, an important remark is worth
being made to further emphasize, especially in this scenario,
the robustness of the Tc–DTR scheme with respect to other
receivers. In the comments above, we have noticed that Tr and
Tb might be optimized to reduce the effect of NBI in Ii for
TR and DTR receivers, respectively. A similar optimization
condition could be derived also for multi–tone interference.
For example, with analytical steps similar to those in Section
IV-A we would have
∑NI
k=1 JkE
{
α2Jk
}
cos (2πfJkTX) = 0
with TX = Tr and TX = Tb for TR and DTR receivers,
respectively. Since, similar to C2 in (28) this is an optimization
criterion that can be satisﬁed only on average, the optimization
will have only a statistical meaning: this has a tremendous
impact on the capability to reject the NBI. As a matter of
fact, there will always be, instantaneously, a residual contri-
bution in Ii, which will not allow these receivers to get a
substantial performance improvement. On the other hand, it
is worth mentioning that the statistical optimization criterion
of C2 in (28) is much less sensitive to this problem because
similar instantaneous ﬂuctuations of channel fading in, e.g.,
the numerator and the denominator of γi (·, ·; ·) in (14) have a
different effect on the system performance: small ﬂuctuations
in the numerator have a much more pronounced effect. The
interested reader can ﬁnd further details and simulations about
this point in [73, pp. 155–165, Sec. 5.6.4].
Eventually, we close this section with a comment about
the computational complexity of all the receiver schemes
studied and compared in this paper. It is important to note
that all the detectors have the same decoding complexity. As
a matter of fact, detection encompasses the same operations
for all the receivers: i) multiplication of the received signal
with a delayed version (the delay can be zero) of itself;
ii) integration of a weighted version of the resulting energy
signal; and iii) threshold comparison for data detection or
timing acquisition. In fact, it is important to emphasize that
the optimization criteria discussed in Section V and Section
VI, are all performed off–line, i.e., during the training or setup
phase. Thus, no additional complexity is added during normal
operation, i.e., for data detection. So, since the decoding
complexity is almost the same, we avoid to perform a precise
complexity analysis in this paper. Of course, as mentioned in
Section I, the receivers studied in this paper need a different
number of delay lines and, thus, from the implementation
point of view, differences among the receivers exist. In Section
VII, we show, with some numerical examples, that there is a
trade–off between architectural complexity and robustness to
jamming.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section shows some numerical examples to substantiate
our analytical ﬁndings and claims.
a) System Setup: The following system setup is con-
sidered, unless otherwise stated, in what follows. i) The
bandwidth (computed at -10dB with respect to the peak) of
the transmitted pulse, w (·), is Bw = 1.1GHz, ii) Tc = 60ns,
iii) Ns = 32, iv) the channel is assumed to be dense with
L = 10, Tw = 5ns, and no intra–pulse interference is
considered, v) the multipath gains are Nakagami–m distributed
with fading severity index m = 2.5, average power E
{
α2l
}
=
E
{
α20
}
exp (−εl) for l = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1, and are normalized
such that
∑L−1
l=0 E
{
α2l
}
= 1 with ε = 0.458, vi) TI = 20ns,
which yields Lcap = 4, vii) fJ1 = 1GHz for the single–tone
scenario, which is approximately located around the peak of
the pulse spectrum, viii) fJ1 = 0.9054GHz (GSM band)
9,
fJ2 = 1.38105GHz (GNSS band), and fJ3 = 2.452GHz
(802.11b Wi–Fi band) for the multi–tone scenario with NI =
3, ix) {αJk}NIk=1 are assumed to be Rayleigh distributed with{
E
{
α2Jk
}}NI
k=1
= 1, x) the decision threshold Dth is set ac-
cording to a Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) optimization
criterion [29] with Pfa = 10−3, xi) in the multi–tone scenario
the jammers are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed, and, in particular, the average powers {Jk}NIk=1 =
J0 take the same value, and xii) the SIR is deﬁned as SIR =
(NsEw)/(J0NsTX), with TX = Tc for Tc–DTR, DTR, ED,
CM–TR, and TX = 2Tr for TR. Furthermore, as far the
optimization of the Tc–DTR receiver is concerned, we adopt
the following methodology. In a single–tone scenario, we ﬁrst
optimize Tc in (27) such that the condition cos (4πfJkTc) = 1
is veriﬁed, and then compute the optimal code such that the
condition
∑Ns−1
j=1 cjcj−1 = −Ns is closely approached. In
8Although this channel model might be simple if compared to the recently
standardized IEEE 802.15.4a channel model [9], it does not yield any
limitations on either the generality of the conclusions drawn in this manuscript
or the relative comparison among the different receiver architectures studied
in this paper. Moreover, a similar channel model has been used in other papers
available in the literature, e.g., [38], because it might be seen as a simpliﬁed
version of the channel model developed in [75] for the low frequency range,
which has also been included in [9]. A recent study of the performance of a
post–detection–integration receiver scheme over the IEEE 802.15.4a channel
model with intentional jammers can be found in [76].
9GSM = Global System for Mobile communications. GNSS = Global
Navigation Satellite Systems. Wi–Fi = Wireless Fidelity.
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ED
Fig. 2. ABEP of DTR and ED receivers. Solid lines: analytical model.
Markers: Monte Carlo simulation. Parameter setup for DTR: i) BPAM
modulation, ii) Tc = 60ns, and iii) Tb = NsTc. Parameter setup for ED: i)
(Binary)PPM modulation, ii) Tc = 120ns, and iii) the PPM modulation shift
is 60ns.
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Fig. 3. ABEP of Tc–DTR and TR receivers. Solid lines: analytical
model. Markers: Monte Carlo simulation. As far as the Tc–DTR scheme
is considered, the optimal DS code design to meet the conditions C1 and C2
is considered. The used code is [−1,+1,−1,+1, . . .]. Parameter setup for
TR: i) BPAM modulation, and ii) Tr = 60ns.
a multi–tone scenario, owing to the system setup above, we
use a similar methodology: ﬁrst, Tc is chosen such that the
condition
∑NI
k=1 cos (4πfJkTc) = NI is closely satisﬁed, and
then, similar to the single–tone scenario, the optimal code is
computed such that the condition
∑Ns−1
j=1 cjcj−1 = −Ns is
closely approached. The rest of the parameters can be found
in the captions of each ﬁgure.
b) Single–Tone NBI – ABEP: In Figs. 2–4, we compare
the performance of Tc–DTR, TR, DTR, ED, and CM–TR
receivers. In particular, the ABEP of the Tc–DTR scheme
is obtained by following the design guidelines described in
Section V: both C1 and C2 have been taken into account, and
an optimal code has been used. We can observe a substantial
performance gain offered by the Tc–DTR scheme. Note that
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
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SIR = −10dB
SIR = −5dB
SIR = 0dB
No NBI
Fig. 4. ABEP of CM–TR receiver. Solid lines: analytical model. Markers:
Monte Carlo simulation. Parameter setup: i) BPAM modulation, ii) Tc =
60ns, and iii) Tb = NsTc. Furthermore, the multiplexing codes are assumed
to satisfy the condition in [12, Eq. (8)].
the performance of TR and DTR receivers is obtained without
optimizing Tr and Tb to cancel out the interference contribu-
tion, Ii, in Table I. As a matter of fact, in this case the ABEP
would be similar to that offered by the ED and the CM–TR
schemes in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 4, respectively, with respect to
which the Tc–DTR scheme still performs much better.
In Figs. 5, 6, we analyze the performance offered by the Tc–
DTR scheme when code sequences typically adopted in the
Spread Spectrum (SS) context are used. In particular, Walsh–
Hadamard and Maximal–Length (ML) codes are considered
[77]. A similar performance study for Gold and Kasami
codes [77] can be found in [73], [78]. The ABEP for these
codes is similar to that for ML codes. All DS codes have
been selected among the different families in order to closely
meet the conditions C1 and C2 in (27). We notice that
except Walsh–Hadamard codes, which perfectly satisfy C1
and closely approach C2, the other codes are sub–optimal and
show a signiﬁcant error ﬂoor for strong NBI (low SIRs). This
is mainly due to C1 that is not satisﬁed. In particular, while for
Walsh–Hadamard codes the performance gain offered by the
Tc–DTR scheme is signiﬁcant and increases with the power of
the interferer, when C1 is not satisﬁed the Tc–DTR solution
can be worse than the ED or the CM–TR receivers. These
results clearly show the importance of taking into account
C1 for a signiﬁcant performance improvement. This is an
important result for a multi–tone system setup: in Section V
we have emphasized that C2 can be optimized only on average.
So, even though the optimization is only true in a statistical
sense, the results in Figs. 5, 6 highlight that it can be good
enough for a signiﬁcant performance improvement. A careful
analysis of the properties of Walsh–Hadamard codes for the
optimization of the performance of the Tc–DTR scheme can
be found in [73, Table 5.4].
Moving from the results in Figs. 5, 6, in Fig. 7 we analyze
the ABEP when C2 is not optimized. As described in Section
V, we notice that the Tc–DTR scheme can never perform
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Fig. 5. ABEP of Tc–DTR and ED receivers. Solid lines: analytical
model. Markers: Monte Carlo simulation. As far as the Tc–DTR scheme
is considered, a Walsh–Hadamard code [77] with Ns = 64 is considered.
The ED receiver for Ns = 64 is shown with dashed lines (only model).
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Fig. 6. ABEP of Tc–DTR and ED receivers. Solid lines: analytical
model. Markers: Monte Carlo simulation. As far as the Tc–DTR scheme
is considered, a ML code [77] with Ns = 63 is considered. The ED receiver
for Ns = 63 is shown with dashed lines (only model).
worse than the ED or the CM–TR receivers.
Finally, we observe a very good agreement between Monte
Carlo simulations and the analytical model developed in this
paper. Moreover, the theoretical ﬁndings in Section V are well
substantiated by the numerical results.
c) Single–Tone NBI – Miss Probability (Pm = 1− Pd):
In Figs. 8, 9, we show the Miss Probability, Pm = 1 − Pd.
In particular, we can observe that also in this case the Tc–
DTR receiver offers an intrinsic robustness to strong NBI,
while the rest of the receiver architectures exhibit a signiﬁcant
performance worsening for low SIRs. The curves for the CM–
TR receiver are not shown because Tc–DTR and CM–TR
have similar trends for both ABEP and Pm (see Table I and
Table II), and Tc–DTR always outperforms CM–TR. Unlike
the performance study of the ABEP conducted above, we
can observe that in this case the worst receiver architecture
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Fig. 7. ABEP of Tc–DTR receiver when C1 is veriﬁed and C2 is not, i.e.,
C1 = 0 and
PNs−1
j=1 cjcj−1 = +8. Solid lines: analytical model. Markers:
Monte Carlo simulation. The ED receiver is shown with dashed lines (only
model).
is the ED, while both TR and DTR schemes do not show
any ﬂoor thanks to the adaptive and optimized (i.e., Ii = 0)
design of Tr and Tc, respectively. As mentioned in Section
V and Section VI, the condition Ii = 0 for TR and DTR
receivers is equivalent to [74, Eq. (35)] when the AWGN is
neglected. Thus, the results in Figs. 8, 9 might be thought as
representative of the optimization strategy introduced in [74]
as well. Furthermore, the absence of error ﬂoor on the curves
conﬁrm the conclusions drawn in [74]. As anticipated in Table
II, the Tc–DTR receiver exhibits a small performance degra-
dation only for low SIRs: this stems from the impossibility to
reduce to zero the effect of the NBI in E
{
N2i
}
, as well as
to completely cancel out Ii. Finally, we observe a very good
agreement between Monte Carlo simulations and the analytical
model developed in this paper. Also in this case, the theoretical
ﬁndings in Section V are well substantiated by the numerical
results.
d) Multi–Tone NBI – ABEP: In Figs. 10, 11, the ABEP
of Tc–DTR and ED receivers is shown, as a case study, for
a multi–tone reference scenario, respectively. Among the var-
ious non–coherent receiver schemes already analyzed for the
single–tone scenario, we have decided to focus our attention
on the ED scheme because, along with the CM–TR detector,
it is the best among the various solutions already available in
the literature10 (i.e., the NBI has a less pronounced impact in
the numerator of γi (·, ·; ·) in Table I). In fact, by using the
approximation method in Section IV-A, we have Ii ∼= 0 for
both receivers, as described in Section V. On the other hand,
the need to resort, in practice, to the optimization criterion in
(28), which is true only statistically, does not make TR and
DTR competitive with Tc–DTR, ED, and CM–TR schemes.
Numerical results substantiating this claim can be found in
10Note that, for the same SIR, ED and CM–TR have the same ABEP for
low SIRs (see Table I). As a matter of fact, in this case the average power of
each interferer for the CM–TR is twice that for the ED, due to the different
chip times. However, the CM–TR receiver has a double data rate.
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Fig. 8. Pm of DTR (solid lines with markers) and ED (dotted lines with
markers) receivers. Tc = Tb/Ns = 60.0078ns and Tc = 60ns for DTR
and ED receivers, respectively. For a fair comparison among the receivers,
when possible, the parameters of each of them are chosen to optimize the
performance. In detail, as far as the Tc–DTR scheme is considered, the
optimal DS code design to meet the conditions C1 and C2 is considered. The
used code is [−1,+1,−1,+1, . . .]. Moreover, Tc = Tb/Ns = 60.0078ns
is chosen to closely approximate the condition Ii = 0 for the DTR receiver.
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Fig. 9. Pm of Tc–DTR (solid lines with markers) and TR (dotted lines with
markers) receivers. Tr = 60.25ns for the TR receiver. For a fair comparison
among the receivers, the parameters of each of them are chosen to optimize
the performance. In detail, as far as the Tc–DTR scheme is considered, the
optimal DS code design to meet the conditions C1 and C2 is considered. The
used code is [−1,+1,−1,+1, . . .]. Moreover, Tr = 60.25ns is chosen to
closely approximate the condition Ii = 0 for the TR receiver.
[73, pp, 190–191, Figs. 6.2–6.4], but are not reproduced here
due to space constraints.
By comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, we observe that also for
multi–tone interference the Tc–DTR scheme provides a sub-
stantial performance gain with respect to the ED. In particular,
as long as SIR > −10dB, the aggregate NBI interference
only slightly worsens the ABEP. As far as the accuracy of
the analytical model in Section IV is concerned, interesting
comments can be made. In Fig. 10, we notice that the simple
approximation method in Section IV-A fails to be accurate
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Improved Model
Fig. 10. ABEP of the Tc–DTR receiver with 3 interferers located at fJ1 =
0.9054GHz (GSM band), fJ2 = 1.38105GHz (GNSS band), and fJ3 =
2.452GHz (802.11b Wi–Fi band). The “Improved Model” is given in Section
IV-B. The receiver is optimized (on average) to reject the aggregate NBI (see
(28)): i) C1 = 0, ii)
PNs−1
j=1 cjcj−1 = −31, and iii) Tc = 75.65ns.
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Fig. 11. ABEP of the ED receiver with 3 interferers located at fJ1 =
0.9054GHz (GSM band), fJ2 = 1.38105GHz (GNSS band), and fJ3 =
2.452GHz (802.11b Wi–Fi band). Tc = 60ns
for very low SIRs (i.e., SIR ≤ −20dB for each jammer),
and the model under–estimates the ABEP. We have observed
this trend for other system setups as well. On the other hand,
the more complicated framework in Section IV-B is more
accurate and well follows the results obtained with Monte
Carlo simulations. This means that the optimization criterion
used to obtain Fig. 10, which is based on the framework
in Section IV-A, is sub–optimal and further improvements
can be expected by using the more complicated optimization
conditions coming from the framework in Section IV-B. A
similar trend is observed in Fig. 11 for the ED receiver. In
this case the framework in Section IV-A has always been
used, and we can notice the better accuracy offered by it for
SIR = −20dB as well. However, some inaccuracies are well
visible for high SNRs: beyond the point shown in the ﬁgure
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Fig. 12. Pm of the Tc–DTR receiver with 3 interferers located at
fJ1 = 0.9054GHz (GSM band), fJ2 = 1.38105GHz (GNSS band), and
fJ3 = 2.452GHz (802.11b Wi–Fi band). The “Simpliﬁed Model” is that
developed in Section IV-A. The receiver is optimized (on average) to reject
the aggregate NBI (see (28)): i) C1 = 0, ii)
PNs−1
j=1 cjcj−1 = −31, and
iii) Tc = 75.65ns. Moreover, pulse shaping is also adopted to reject the
jamming frequency fJ1 (see Appendix I), which is located around the peak
of the pulse’s spectrum.
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Fig. 13. Pm of the DTR receiver with 3 interferers located at fJ1 =
0.9054GHz (GSM band), fJ2 = 1.38105GHz (GNSS band), and fJ3 =
2.452GHz (802.11b Wi–Fi band). The receiver is optimized (on average) to
reject the aggregate NBI, i.e., Tc = 87.90ns.
the framework starts being less accurate and under–estimates
the ABEP. In summary, both frameworks in Section IV can be
used for adequate SIRs with a reasonable accuracy, in spite of
their simplicity (especially the framework in Section IV-A).
e) Multi–Tone NBI – Miss Probability (Pm = 1− Pd):
In Figs. 12, 13, the Pm of Tc–DTR and DTR receivers is
shown, respectively, for a multi–tone reference scenario. We
can notice that, for the same requirement on the Pfa, the
receivers are not comparable to one another: the Tc–DTR
receiver is much better for higher jamming powers. The reason
follows immediately from Section VI, where it is shown that
the DTR scheme can satisfy the condition Ii ∼= 0 only on
average, while for the Tc–DTR scheme it is sufﬁcient to use
a balanced code to meet this requirement for a large set of
SIRs (see Section IV-A). For very low SIRs, the framework
in Section IV-B should be used and the balanced code design
would no longer be optimal.
Let us now carefully analyze Figs. 12, 13 from the point
of view of the approximation accuracy of the analytical
frameworks described in Section IV. From Fig. 12, we notice
that the framework in Section IV-A, when used for computing
Pm, seems to be less accurate than when used for computing
the ABEP in Fig. 10. We notice that it starts under–estimating
the actual Pm for SIR = −15dB. For this reason in Fig. 12 the
model in Section IV-B is used for all curves. Both frameworks
in Section IV yield the same accuracy for SIR > −15dB.
In Fig. 13, we have deliberately used only the framework
developed in Section IV-A in order to clearly show that for
low SIRs the interfering signals at the detector input cannot be
actually summed up in power. The framework in Section IV-
A starts under–estimating the Pm for SIR < 10dB. However,
even though a few dB of error can be observed, the framework
is still able to capture the error ﬂoor for all analyzed SIRs: this
is important to qualitatively ﬁgure out the break–down point
of this receiver, or, in other words, the point after which it can
no longer be used in practice due its poor performance. Better
approximations can be obtained by adopting the framework in
Section IV-B, as already veriﬁed for the Tc–DTR receiver.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of various
low–complexity receiver schemes and shown, via analysis and
simulation, the inherent robustness to NBI of the Tc–DTR
scheme. A simple but insightful analytical framework has
been proposed and used for system optimization of this latter
receiver. In particular, the optimal design of the DS code
to cancel out the NBI for single– and multi–tone reference
scenarios has been developed, and its efﬁciency has been
substantiated for various system setups. Although we have also
remarked that the simplest framework proposed in this paper
could be inaccurate for some scenarios, we have highlighted
that it can well capture the qualitative behavior of the system
even for low SIRs. Furthermore, and more important, we
have shown that it is insightful for understanding the reasons
of the improved performance and robustness to NBI offered
by the Tc–DTR scheme with respect to other non–coherent
solutions. Finally, our empirical trials have shown that this
simple framework is an actual lower–bound of both ABEP and
Pm of Tc–DTR receivers. In summary, analysis and simulation
have substantiated that an optimized Tc–DTR receiver can
outperform of several dB other well–known non–coherent
schemes operating in the same environment.
APPENDIX I
COMPUTATION OF Ui, Ii, N˜i IN (13)
Let us consider, without loss of generality, the transmitted
bit with index i = j/Ns = 0 for j = 0, 1, . . . , Ns − 1,
i.e., bi = b0. The decision variable Qi = Q0 in (8) can be
written as shown in (29) on top of this page, where we have
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Q0 =
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
b0ψ
2 (t) dt
]
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
b0c˜jψ (t) (ξΔ,j (t) + ηΔ,j (t)) dt
]
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
b0c˜j−1ψ (t) (ξj (t) + ηj (t)) dt
]
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
cj (ξj (t) + ηj (t)) (ξΔ,j (t) + ηΔ,j (t)) dt
] (29)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
U0 =
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
b0ψ
2 (t) dt
]
= b0NsEw
LCAP−1∑
l=0
α2l
I
(1)
0 =
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
b0c˜jψ (t) ξΔ,j (t) dt
]
(a)
=
√
2J1
√
Ew |W (fJ1)|αJ1
Ns−1∑
j=0
LCAP−1∑
l=0
[c˜jαl cos (Ψl,j − 2πfJ1Tc)]
I
(2)
0 =
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
b0c˜j−1ψ (t) ξj (t) dt
]
(b)
=
√
2J1
√
Ew |W (fJ1)|αJ1
Ns−1∑
j=0
LCAP−1∑
l=0
[c˜j−1αl cos (Ψl,j)]
I
(3)
0 =
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
cjξj (t) ξΔ,j (t) dt
]
(c)≈ J1TIα2J1 cos (2πfJ1Tc)
Ns−1∑
j=0
cj
(30)
N˜0 =
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
b0c˜j−1ψ (t) ηj (t) dt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
NA
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
b0c˜jψ (t) ηΔ,j (t) dt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
NB
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
cjξj (t) ηΔ,j (t) dt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
NC
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
cjξΔ,j (t) ηj (t) dt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ND
+
Ns−1∑
j=0
[∫ TI
0
cjηj (t) ηΔ,j (t) dt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
NE
(31)
deﬁned ψ (t) = (w ⊗ h) (t), ηj (t) = n˜ (t + jTc), ξj (t) =
J (t + jTc), ηΔ,j (t) = ηj (t− Tc), and ξΔ,j (t) = ξj (t− Tc).
By using the channel model in Section II-B, the noise–less
terms are shown in (30) on top of this page, where we have
deﬁned Ψl,j = 2πfJ1 (lTw + jTc)+θJ1−arg {W (fJ1)}, k =√−1 is the imaginary unit, |·| and arg {·} denote the modulus
and the phase of a complex number, respectively, and W (f) =∫ +∞
−∞ w (t) exp (−2πkft) dt = |W (f)| exp (arg {W (f)}) is
the Fourier transform of w (·).
In particular, (30) is obtained by using a procedure similar
to [38]:
(a)
= and
(b)
= are computed by exploiting the Parseval’s
theorem, and
(c)≈ by taking into account that for typical
setups we have TI 
 (4πfJ1)−1. Furthermore, the condition
I
(1)
0 + I
(2)
0  U0 + I(3)0 follows immediately from the out–
of–phase summation of various terms in I(1)0 and I
(2)
0 , along
with the pseudo–random properties of typical DS codes and
their differentially encoded version. In addition, both terms
could be made arbitrarily small via a proper shaping of the
transmitted pulse, i.e., by designing the transmitted pulse such
that the condition |W (fJ1)| = 0 is satisﬁed.
Let us now consider the noisy terms of Q0 in (29). They
are shown in (31) on top of this page. From (31), the noise
power, E
{
N˜20
}
, can be written as follows:
E
{
N˜20
}
= E
{
N˜2α
}
+ E
{
N˜2β
}
+ E
{
N˜2γ
}
+ 2E
{
N˜αN˜β
}
+ 2E
{
N˜αN˜γ
}
+ 2E
{
N˜βN˜γ
} (32)
where we have deﬁned N˜α = NA +NB, N˜β = NC +ND, and
N˜γ = NE.
By using arguments similar to [5], [29], [71], the following
identities and approximations can be proved after lengthly
algebraic manipulations:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
E
{
N˜2α
}
= (2Ns − 1)N0Ew
LCAP−1∑
l=0
α2l
E
{
N˜2β
} (d)≈ J1TIN0α2J1
⎡
⎣Ns + Ns−1∑
j=1
cjcj−1 cos (4πfJ1Tc)
⎤
⎦
E
{
N˜2γ
}
≈ 0.5N20NsWTI
E
{
N˜αN˜β
} (e)≈ 0
E
{
N˜αN˜γ
}
= E
{
N˜βN˜γ
}
= 0
(33)
In particular: i)
(d)≈ is valid under the assumption TI 
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(4πfJ1)
−1, and ii)
(e)≈ can be obtained by following the same
arguments as those exploited to get
(a)
= and
(b)
= in (30), and by
relying on the pseudo–random properties of the DS code as
well. Exact expressions similar to
(a)
= and
(b)
= could be easily
derived, but are here omitted due to space constraints.
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